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Abstract
Background: The study aims to evaluate the effectiveness and safety of bloodletting therapy for herpes zoster.

Methods:The following electronic databases will be searched from PubMed (1966 to March 2020), the Cochrane Central Register
of Controlled Trials (update to March 2020), EMBASE (1980 to March 2020), China National Knowledge Infrastructure (1979 to
March 2020), Wan Fang Data (1980 to March 2020), Chinese Scientific Journal Database (1989 to March 2020), Chinese Biomedical
Database (1978 to March 2020) and traditional Chinese medicine Literature Analysis and Retrieval Database (1949 to March 2020).
All randomized controlled trials without any limitation of blinding or publication language about this topic will be included, exclude
cohort studies and case reports. Two independent researchers will operate article retrieval, duplication removing, screening, quality
evaluation, and data analyses by Review Manager (V.5.3.5). Meta-analyses, subgroup analysis, and/or descriptive analysis will be
performed based on the included data conditions.

Results:High-quality synthesis and/or descriptive analysis of current evidence will be provided from cure rate, converting to clinical
diagnosis rate, and side effects of bloodletting.

Conclusion: This study will provide the evidence of whether bloodletting is an effective and safe intervention for herpes zoster.

PROSPERO registration number: CRD42020171976

Abbreviations: MD = mean difference, RCT = randomized controlled trial, TCM = traditional Chinese medicine.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Description of the condition

Herpes zoster is a common dermopathic disease which is caused
by reactivation of varicella-zoster virus and it spreads from a
single sensory ganglion to the neural tissue and dermatome of the
affected segment.[1,2] The characteristic rash and acute pain are
typically distressing symptoms which disturb the normal life of
patients[3,4] and bring both medical and economic burdens,[5]

moreover, it also has side effects, such as chronic pain and Post-
herpetic neuralgia (PHN) which refers to pain that remains after
the healing of rashes from herpes zoster.[6] Many research shows
that the incidence of herpes zoster is increasing,[7,8] herpes zoster
is currently treated primarily with antiviral drugs and vaccine, yet
this treatment has been debated.[9–11] As more and more
treatments for herpes zoster are developed,[12,13] Acupuncture
is an effective therapy in treating herpes zoster, besides
bloodletting, as a method of acupuncture treatment, is widely
used in clinical practice, bloodlettingmight have an advantage for
analgesia and reducing adverse reactions. Recently, many
scholars proposed that bloodletting therapy has significant
clinical effects in the treatment of herpes zoster,[14] relieving
pain and improving patients’ quality of life.[14,15] From literature,
we found some clinical trial reports on bloodletting therapy for
herpes zoster, but there is no systematic review and meta-analysis
about the therapeutic effect of the therapy. Therefore, this review
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aims to evaluate the beneficial and harmful effects of wet cupping
therapy for treatment of herpes zoster.
1.2. Description and function of intervention

Bloodletting is an important part of traditional Chinese medicine
and has been used as an important complementary therapy in the
word. It treats diseases through using a sharp instrument such as
trigonometric needle, with or without an auxiliary method like
cupping, filiform needle, plum blossom needle, to prick the
superficial blood vessels and remove a few drops of blood from
the patient to treat diseases and has the characteristics of precise
efficacy and non-toxic side effects. Bloodletting therapies include
many different treatments, such as blood-pricking therapy,[13]

pricking collateral and bloodletting therapy, cupping and
bloodletting,[16,17] auricular acupuncture and bloodletting ther-
apy, auricle cutting method,[18] cutaneous needle tapping or skin
needle pricking,[19] fire needle,[20–22] etc. Bloodletting therapy has
been proved effective in some skin diseases and is of great
significance for the herpes zoster.
1.3. Why the review is important

According to the published research, there is a lack of high quality
evidence on bloodletting in the treatment of herpes zoster.
Therefore, this systematic review aims to assess the effectiveness
and safety of bloodletting therapy for herpes zoster.
Table 1

PUBMED search strategy.

Number Search terms

#1 MeSH Major Topic: herpes zoster
#2 MeSH Major Topic: Herpesvirus
#3 MeSH Major Topic: PHN
#4 MeSH Major Topic: Varicella-zoster virus (VZV)
2. Methods

This systematic review protocol has been registered in the
PROSPERO network (No. CRD42020171976). All steps of this
systematic review will be performed according to the Cochrane
Handbook (5.2.0).
#5 MeSH Major Topic: sequela
#6 MeSH Major: neuralgia
#7 MeSH Major: snake string sore
#8 MeSH Major: bilateral herpes zoster
#9 MeSH Major: shingles
#10 MeSH Major: bloodletting therapy
#11 MeSH Major Topic: blood-pricking therapy
#12 MeSH Major Topic: cupping and bloodletting
#13 MeSH Major Topic: plum -blossom needle therapy
#14 MeSH Major Topic: trigonometric needle
#15 MeSH Major Topic: auricle cutting method
#16 MeSH Major Topic: fire needle
#17 MeSH Major Topic: cutaneous needle tapping
#18 MeSH Major Topic: filiform needle
#19 MeSH Major Topic: pricking collateral and bloodletting therapy
#20 MeSH Major Topic: auricular acupuncture and bloodletting therapy
#21 MeSH Major Topic: skin needle pricking
#22 MeSH Major Topic: infants
#23 MeSH Major Topic: children
#24 MeSH Major Topic: pediatric
#25 MeSH Major Topic: adult
#26 MeSH Major Topic: elderly
#27 MeSH Major Topic: agedness
#28 MeSH Major Topic: gerontism
#29 #2 or #3 or #4 or#5 or #6 or #7 or #8 or #9
#30 #10 or #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16or #17

or #18 or #19 or #20 or #21
#31 or #22 or #23 or #24 or #25 or #26 or #27or#28
#32 #1 and #29 and #30 and #31

MeSH=medical subject heading.
2.1. Selection criteria
2.1.1. Types of studies.Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of
bloodletting therapy for herpes zoster without any limitation of
blinding or publication language will be included. RCTs that
involve bloodletting used alone or in combination with other
routine treatments will be included. The studies of bloodletting
therapy combined with a different type of traditional Chinese
medicine (TCM) therapy (e.g., Chinese herb decoction, acupunc-
ture and other therapies) will be excluded.

2.1.2. Types of patients. Patients who were diagnosed as herpes
zoster will be included, without limits on gender, age, illness
course or race.

2.1.3. Types of interventions and comparisons. Interventions
can be bloodletting therapy used alone or in combination with
other routine treatments. Multiple control interventions will be
included: no treatment, placebo, drug control (e.g., antiviral
drugs, nutritional neuromedicine) and other interventions (e.g.,
standard care, drugs, Chinese medicine). Comparisons contain
bloodletting therapy combined with a different type of TCM
therapy will be excluded. Interventions of bloodletting combined
with other routine treatments will also be included, only if the
other therapies were used as comparisons.

2.1.4. Types of outcomes. The primary outcome in this study
was pain intensity, as measured by the Visual Analog Scale
(VAS), Numerical Rating Scale, McGill Pain Questionnaire,
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Verbal Rating Scale as well as several other scales for measuring
pain. VAS is the most common measurement to assess pain
intensity. It is scored on a range of either 0–10 or 0–100.
Numerical Rating Scale (0=no pain, 10=worst pain) and Verbal
Rating Scale (none/very mild/mild-moderate/severe/very severe)
are similar to VAS in that pain intensity is measured by numbers
and descriptions. A higher score indicates greater pain intensity.
The McGill Pain Questionnaire consists of 20 subcategories, in
four parts, to measure pain properties and intensity. A higher
score means more serious pain.
The secondary outcome included onset of pain relief time,

blisters disappear and scabs form time, life quality, incidence of
PHN and adverse effects. The onset of pain relief time is the
amount of time before pain relief began. The shorter the time
requirement, the more effective the treatment. The HAMA
consists of 14 items ranging from 0 to 4, which assess the severity
of patients’ anxiety states. A higher score suggests a higher degree
of anxiety. In this study, QOL was an assessment method for
QOL related to pain, with a range of 0 to 10. A higher score
meant better QOL.
2.2. Search methods for identification of studies
2.2.1. Electronic searches. The following electronic databases
will be searched from PubMed (1966 to March 2020), the
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (update toMarch
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2020), EMBASE (1980 to March 2020), China National
Knowledge Infrastructure (1979 to March 2020), Wan Fang
Data (1980 to March 2020), Chinese Scientific Journal Database
(1989 to March 2020), Chinese Biomedical Database (1978 to
March 2020) and TCM Literature Analysis and Retrieval
Database (1949 to March 2020). RCTs written in English and
Chinese will be eligible for inclusion. Exemplary search strategy
of PUBMED is listed in Table 1. According to the difference of
databases, a combination of keywords will be performed,
including: ‘bloodletting,’ ‘herpes zoster,’ ‘randomized,’ ‘trial,’
et al.

2.2.2. Searching other resources. At the same time, we will
retrieve other resources to complete the deficiencies of the
electronic databases, mainly searching for the clinical trial
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Figure 1. Study flowchart of sele
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registries and grey literature about bloodletting for herpes zoster
on the corresponding website.

2.3. Data collection and analysis
2.3.1. Selection of studies. Two reviewers (SLH and XYW)
will independently select the studies. They will check the results
with each other. When disagreements occur, a third reviewer
(GLS) will make the final decision. They will read the full texts of
all included studies if necessary. Screening operation will flow the
diagram of Figure 1. If the full literatures are unable to be
obtained or related data are incomplete, we will contact the
corresponding author.

2.3.2. Assessment and quality of included studies. Two
reviewers (JH and SYW) will evaluate quality of included articles
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and assess the risk of bias based on CochraneHandbook 5.2.0[23]

The following seven items, such as random sequence generation,
allocation concealment, blinding of participants and personnel,
blinding of outcome assessment, incomplete outcome data,
selective outcome reporting, and other bias, are evaluated by
three grades of “low bias,” “high bias,” and “unclear bias.”
Divergence of evaluation will also consult a third reviewer
(DHY).

2.3.3. Data extraction. Two independent reviewers (SLH and
YFL) will extract data after selection and quality assessment; they
will extract the data using a standardized data extraction form
and any differences of opinion between them will be resolved
through discussion; if failed, they will discuss with the third
reviewer (JZ). Data will be recorded onto an electronic form,
including the basic information of the article (the title of article,
first author, year, and language), inclusion and exclusion criteria,
the baseline of the study (the sample size, sex ratio, age and
course), interventions in the observation group and the control
group, and outcome measures.

2.3.4. Measures of treatment effect. Two reviewers (XYW
and FD) will perform analysis independently and then cross-
check treatment effect with Review Manager 5.3.5. The count
data will be represented using relative risk, while continuous
variables will be represented by standard mean differences (MD),
and for both, a 95% confidence interval will be calculated. If
there is heterogeneity between the interventions (I is greater than
50%), the stochastic effect model is used for calculation;
otherwise, the fixed effect model is used.

2.3.5. Dealing with missing data. Due to the possibility of data
loss in the literature, we will contact the corresponding author by
email or othermeans. If themissing data are not available, we will
analyze the existing data assumed to be lost at random.

2.3.6. Assessment of heterogeneity. The heterogeneity of
studies will be evaluated by I2 statistic with RevMan5.3 software.
The dichotomous data is represented by risk ratio, continuous
data is expressed by MD or standard MD. If there is no
heterogeneity (I2<50%, P> .001), the data are synthesized using
a fixed effect model. Otherwise (50�I2<75%, P< .001), a
random effect model is used to analyze. if the heterogeneity is
significantly high (I2≥75, P< .001)), subgroup analysis or
descriptive analysis will be performed.

2.3.7. Assessment of reporting bias. Publication bias and
other reporting bias will be assessed by creating funnel plots.[24] A
symmetrical funnel plot indicates a low risk of bias, while an
asymmetric funnel plot indicates a high risk of bias.

2.3.8. Subgroup analysis. Subgroup analysis will be performed
based on the results of data synthesis, if adequate studies are
available in each group. And if heterogeneity is found to be
caused by the specific characteristics of the included study (e.g.,
course, age, gender the intervention methods, and the measure-
ment methods used in the clinical trials), subgroup analysis will
be conducted relevant to these categories.
3. Discussion

Herpes zoster causes significant suffering owing to acute and
chronic pain or (PHN). herpesvirus-induced neuronal destruction
and inflammation causes the principal problems of pain,
4

interference with activities of daily living, and reduced quality
of life in the patients.[25] It could bring great threat to public and
society. Bloodletting therapy is a kind of important traditional
Chinese medicine treatment with simple operation and low cost.
China’s guidelines for treatment of PHN recommend bloodlet-
ting because of its clinical effects.[26] Lots of Chinese hospitals are
using bloodletting therapy to treat herpes zoster. If the evidence
could prove bloodletting is useful for herpes zoster, it might save
many costs and be beneficial to worldwide people. However, no
systematic reviews on this topic have been published. In order to
give compelling evidence and better guide in clinic practice, all
actions of this review will be performed according to Cochrane
Handbook 5.2.0.
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